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Your Ultimate Guide to Customer Segmentation

Customer segmentation is an excellent way for businesses to research and collect 

information on their various customers, allowing them to improve their products 

and services based entirely on customer needs. Welcome to the ultimate guide on 

customer segmentation:

What is Customer Segmentation?
Customer segmentation is the professional name for organizing your customer base into different 

groups based on their characteristics. Your customers, however, aren’t just single-trait charac-

ters–they’re people with a variety of tastes and preferences, as well as other characteristics that often 

overlap with others. The point of customer segmentation here is, essentially, finding common traits 

your customers share so you can better cater to their needs.

- How it Works
The segmentation process involves companies gathering general information about a customer’s age, 

location, or product preferences, then assigning them to different categories based on their results. 

For example, a customer may be a twenty-year-old male business owner from Japan, while another 

may be a 65-year-old female business owner from Canada. From this information, they each get 

placed in three categories, but one of those categories overlaps. In practice, these categories would be 

much more specific, but let’s keep it simple.

Why Segment?
There are many reasons why businesses choose to implement customer segmentation in their 

research:

- Lead Building
Customer segmentation is a great way to build leads and find new ways to expand your business. You 

might find an untapped market in a surprisingly large demographic, or you could find new ways to 

advertise, develop, and export products to new markets.
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- Establish Brand Loyalty
The biggest benefit of customer segmentation is that it allows businesses to better understand their 

customers. If customers trust and understand your brand, they’ll be more likely to come to your store-

front in the future. The best way to build brand loyalty? Understanding the identities of your custo-

mers, what problems they face, and what things they care about.

- Create More Effective Advertisements and Products
By understanding your customer base, you can also understand how to market to them. Maybe your 

demographic prefers short banner ads on the internet over television advertisements. Or perhaps a 

local billboard might be more effective at getting customers’ attention than mailing flyers.

- Precision Forecasting
The final benefit of understanding your customer base is that you can (generally) predict the decisions 

your customers might make in the future. For example, if there’s news of a housing crisis or a trend 

towards downsizing, customers looking for home furniture might prefer ones that prioritize storage 

space.

What is Customer Segmentation?
Generally speaking, there are four categories that you can use for customer segmentation. These 

categories can then be split into subcategories and so on.

1. Geographic
This category is pretty simple: you split your customer base depending on their 

location. This could be as general as a national location or as specific as a hometown. 

Geographic segmentation is usually best for determining where your customers

are– if you have a physical storefront, geographic location can help provide location 

options for expanding to another property or which local stations you should

advertise on.
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Where to Start
So, where do you start with customer segmentation?

- Determine Your Goal
Your first step here is to determine your ultimate goal: what kind of problem are you looking to solve, 

or how are you looking to expand your business? Customer segmentation is a great option for busi-

nesses looking to:

4. Behavioral
Another relatively abstract category in customer segmentation is the behavioral 

category. This section revolves around your customers’ habits and how they use 

products. An individual’s habits, mental state, intended use for products, purchase 

intentions, life-shaping events, and willingness to learn new things all count as beha-

vioral categories. 

What separates the behavioral and psychographic categories is a customer’s cons-

ciousness of their actions. Psychographic statistics involve thoughts and actions a 

customer is fully aware of, while behavioral statistics involve subconscious actions.

2. Demographic
Although this category is a bit broader, demographics are once again pretty basic: 

they revolve around someone’s physical attributes or external factors. Common 

demographic categories include race, gender, birth sex, income, marital status, age, 

and occupation.

3. Psychographic
Your psychographic categories revolve around your customer’s personal opinions. 

Political views, favorite hobbies, personal interests, desired activity level, fashion 

preferences, attitudes, and general lifestyle are all psychographic factors. These 

categories are usually a lot less concrete than the geographic and demographic 

categories.



          Expand their marketing to new audiences or refine existing advertising to a key target audience

          Find untapped demographics and learn more about them

          Improve customer service

          Organize products and services based on customers’ demographics

          Determine a business’ best-selling products and services and how to improve them

-   Choose Your Tools
In addition to conducting your own research through surveys, data collection, and customer purcha-

sing statistics, it is a good idea to consider using a popular customer segmentation tool that is desig-

ned for your type of business.

A few of our favorites include Adobe Sensei, Kissmetrics, and Segment.

Adobe Sensei is an artificial intelligence (AI) technology that, among other things, enhances a mer-

chant’s ability to create personalized experiences for customers and anticipate their wants. Kissmetrics 

is a marketing analytics platform suited best for SaaS and eCommerce companies and helps these 

merchants create segments from a central dashboard. Segment is a similar tool that works well for 

large enterprises because of its ability to power all of a company’s applications and tools with the 

same data.

- Find Correlation Between Groups
Once you have your research, it’s time to connect the dots. Each customer is part of several demogra-

phic, psychographic, and behavioral categories, so they’re bound to overlap. Perhaps your left-leaning 

youth share product preferences with elderly LGBTQ+ people. Or perhaps everyone with higher 

income prefers certain products over others. Finding these correlations and similarities is essential to 

learning more about your customers. 
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https://www.adobe.com/sensei.html
https://www.kissmetrics.io/
https://segment.com/
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